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Summary: 
Calibration of standards is a very important task in dimensional metrology. In this paper large range 
measurements of pitch standards using a metrological atomic force microscope (MAFM) with com-
bined deflection detection system, that comprises a homodyne interferometer and a tilt measuring 
system, are presented. The combination allows the simultaneous three-dimensional detection of tip 
position and cantilever bending and torsion. The combination of the MAFM sensor with the Nanoposi-
tioning and Nanomeasuring Machine allows improved quality in calibration of standards such as step 
height standards, pitch standards and flatness standards. This paper introduces its application for 
measurements of pitch standards working in contact mode (CM) and in intermitted contact mode (IM). 
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Introduction 
Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) is widely 
used in semiconductor, precision technology 
and biotechnology. As the most important 
member of SPMs atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) [1] has been used to meet the challeng-
es for dimensional metrology in these areas. 
Different approaches such as optical beam 
deflection (OBD) systems, focus sensor detec-
tion systems and interferometric detection sys-
tems have been developed to measure the 
position or deflection of the cantilever [2, 3]. 
Measurements with a laser interferometer allow 
a traceability to the meter definition by means of 
the laser light wavelength. 

A new version of a metrological laser interfero-
meter-based AFM head has been developed at 
the Institute of Manufacturing Metrology (FMT). 
This MAFM sensor with a combined deflection 
detection system is not influenced by creep, 
hysteresis of piezo actuators, which occur in 
many AFM systems. The signal quality has 
been improved by using two wedge plates to 
reduce disturbing interference [3, 4]. The new 
measuring system uses two tiltable plane mir-
rors to adjust the direction and position of a 
focused laser beam on the backside of the can-
tilever [3]. 

The calibration of standards is a very important 
task in dimensional nanometrology. For surface 
roughness measurements a stylus profilometer 
is usually used. According to DIN EN ISO 4288 

[5] a minimum scan length of 400 µm is re-
quired for assessment surface texture. The 
lateral resolution is limited by the tip radius of 
the stylus (typically 2 µm ~ 5 µm). Due to the 
small scan ranges, the conventional AFMs are 
rarely used for applications in the area of con-
ventional roughness determination. Another 
very important task in dimensional nanometrol-
ogy is the determination of the pitch. A key fac-
tor for better statistical results of the mean pitch 
is the long scanning range in order to measure 
over a large number of grating lines [7]. 

The nanomeasuring machine NMM-1 devel-
oped at the Ilmenau University of Technology 
and manufactured by SIOS Meßtechnik fea-
tures a reliable measurement resolution of less 
than 0.1 nm and a positioning and measuring 
volume of 25 mm × 25 mm × 5 mm [6]. The 
combination of the MAFM sensor with the 
NMM-1 leads to improved quality in the calibra-
tion of standards. By the integration of the 
MAFM in the NMM-1, large-scale measure-
ments over a range of 25 mm × 25 mm × 5 mm 
with sub-nanometre resolution are realizable. 

In this short paper the application of the MAFM 
sensor in different working modes for large 
range measurements of pitch standards with 
sub-nanometre resolution is presented. 

Calibration 
In order to perform measurements, the signals 
of the MAFM sensor must be calibrated. In CM, 
the sensitivity of bending signal must be deter-
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mined. In IM, oscillation amplitude of the bend-
ing signal must be calibrated. The characteristic 
curves of bending and oscillation amplitude 
sampled by the analogue digital converter of 
the NMM-1 are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The 
working range, set point (needed for the force 
control by measurements in constant-force 
mode) and coefficients of the characteristic line 
(used for the calculation of the distance be-
tween the cantilever tip and the measured ob-
ject) can be determined from the ap-
proach / retract curves, which also feature the 
typical snap-in and snap-out.

Fig. 1 Characteristic curve for bending

Fig. 2 Characteristic curve for oscillation amplitude

Application
The grating set TGZ series with a period of 
(3 ±0.01) µm from company NT-MDT were
used in the CM and IM measurements. The 
measurements with scan length of 600 µm are 
conducted forwards (f) and backwards (b) per-
pendicular to the gratings for 10 times. When 
measuring in IM, the profile height (z-direction) 
is given as the difference between the calibrat-
ed amplitude signal and the z-axis position data 
of the NMM-1. For measurements in CM, the 
profile height (z-direction) is calculated as the 
difference between the calibrated bending sig-
nal and the z-axis position data of the NMM-1.
The mean pitch was calculated using the Fouri-
er transform method [3, 7]. Table 1 shows the 
determined mean pitch values (m) and standard 
deviations (s) of TGZ1 with a step height of 
(21.4 ±1.5) nm and of TGZ2 with a step height 

of (108 ±2) nm by forward and backward meas-
urements. The deviations between the nominal 
values and measured values for the pitch are 
within the uncertainty of the nominal values.
The deviation between CM and IM was less 
than 50 pm. Measurements at different posi-
tions showed, that the local deviations also play 
a role for the measurements results.
Tab. 1: Results for pitch on gratings

standard
forward backward

m in nm s in pm m in nm s in pm

CM

TGZ1 3000.058 82.09 3000.053 84.03

TGZ2 3000.011 16.85 3000.056 74.16

IM

TGZ1 3000.030 38.5 3000.038 65.3

TGZ2 3000.037 41.3 3000.023 24.3
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